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- - . 
A 3-nietre pulsed TEAico2 laser·, produc· f~ng ~9.6 J.lm r(!diation; ·was_ 
·~onstructed, and its o~t~ut ··chara~teristics - inve~t1gated. 'The las~r was 
i 
' • • ' ' • • I ' • •. • : t ' r I ' ' • 
- ~ 
of the helical pin.electrode configuration wi.th nominal 1000--o resistor~ .· 
~ ' • • I ' ' ,, 
. .. - \ . ~ . . . . . , ' .. .. 
a~ the cathode,· an~ thus o~e~~t~d in the TE~oo mode. _·The f~ont laser 
\'/~nd~~ .was' a pla~~ ~er:ma~f~m mirro.r .. wit~5%;ie:flect1vi,ty.- : whf~~ the _, back 
window was a rspherical silicon mirror with\ r.adius of. curvature -of 10m 
' ~ . 
.... ' . . 




,...\ • • • • f •• • • • l 
·and a refiectfvity of 99.4% . . ·Input :energy was su_pp11ed by a ~ d-lO; KV. power 
1 . 
• . - . I • • • 
·supply utilizing a triggered .03 ~J·capacitor which provided the pulsing 
0 ' ' • ' 
., m~chanfsm for ~he laser. us'fn~ a gas· mixture ·:of : 88% · H~, - ~% - N2 ,- and : 6% · co~, ·' 
t.he peak · power at .JO KV. was _ appro~fm~tely 2~'4 MW and :the ,output' energy tnorie~ 
. ' . . . . 
than .5 J, effectjng an efficiency ot'almost -4% .., An .image1:onverter ·streak · 
. .. ~ ' . . . . . 
. ~ · ·camera and a ~tant ·pulse ruby laser were simultaneo_usJy synchronized to the 
TEA/~02 laser_. .. The pu~p~se _ of ~his' syn~hroniza_ti~n _was to pro,vfde a. sy~te~ 
( • I 
. . -
Whi~h could later be used to inve·stfgate stil'nu.lated ruby -laser 11.ght · . 
• 0 't 
scatte~ing i,n co2 laser·_ind'uce~- plas!"as.' _S~nchroi11~at1on was ·achieved w;th . 
the aid of s.treak photographs of the . pias111a~. -Pla_s~as' in air w~re easily 
J -
obta-ined ·using geman;ium lenses of focal .lengths _of'·up to 1a·cm. Preliminary 
, I " , 
' ' D ' • 
~easurements were aJso ~ade on the streak camera photographs _wh4ch showed· 
0 • 
th~t the co2 laser~fhdu~~d plasma expan~e~ toward the· laser with ~ ·velocity. 
on. thb ~~·d·e~ of ,106-' cm · s~G-.l •.. Also, t~e size of · the· plas~a· was ·found to -
I • 
. ' 
• . . . . . I • 
increase when the ruby laser was focused on_ the .- pla~ma and fired .s1mul .. 
' 1:1' • • • • ~ ...... ;,;,..~· ... .. ,,.:. :. ,. ; • • 
taneouslywiththeTEA/Cp2·1aser. ,- · ·~-. · ' - · 
. . 
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INTRODUCTION' 
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/ · r_ 
. -
- -·---· - ·--~ 
-... ~-
; < 
' • I ' 
! . 
.. _ ... . .... 
. As early as 19SO, speculation. on. ~he po~sible ·use _of stimulated 
. . . . . - ~ . . . - : . ' . •' . . . . . . 
• emission for -elect'romagnetic wa·ve amplificati n in · a narrow frequency · · ... . . 
~~jo~ ar.os~ [l~2] . . Working ~H~h ~hi~ 1 idea-,· • ·H.· _To~es. d his ~ . . 
' • ' . J r • ' • • ' " 
assoc1at~:Fnc~ived the ·first- _suc~e.ss~~l s~ erne for- . microw_av~ al'!lQ.lf_\~ca~ -~ 
tion.1n 1954 [3,4],-and, applied ·it. to the construction. of .a · · 'mas~r' . • an .· : . 
: : - . . 'I . . . ' ' . ' . . ' . . . . . . . I 
acronym fpr mfcr.owave amplfffeation by the stimulated emiss1o'n of rad1ation. . . 
The ;developnent <?f ·the maser then -~a-v~d the wa; i~-r ~he inr;Yenti~n-· a~~ . ~ · ._ .·.: 
development of the .·, laser{ ,. ·~s -p-hysicists sought to · apply ·the ·stimulated 
. . . . . . ( .. . . . . . . . 
emission· principles t.~ the infrare4 and optical .regipns. . ·· 
' . . ' 
Maiman's invention of. the ruby laser in 1960 [5] ··was the f1rst · 
• . r 
"" . ..- . -' . : . . I 
• step towa~d the now ~astly a~'t_i_ve field ' of l~r techno:~~9Y· .. S.everal ?th.er 
soHd state lasers also appeared in· that year, ·1nchid1og o~e of thJ be.tter 
o • ' • • ' • • ; • ' .~' I{ '\ I ~ ' : ' 
' • •• • f ' 
known utilizing neodrnium gla·ss as t~e laser medium. -~. 
• J • _, 
The op_~ation of the ffrs~ gas laser also occurred f_n' 1960 .[~]"._. ~- · 
' . , . I t . , 
. The las~r med1~ was a mixture of· h~11~ _an~ .n_eo,1ch ~a~ exc~te·~ . b~ .. an: _·~. 
electr.ical discharge through the gas. A number of o~her· gas las-ers h,ve 
- - -~ appea~ed~_~i-~ce ~96o ~.nd' som-e of ·.th~se will be ·gi_v,en mo-~~ ;etaile~ d.1squss1o~ 
... . • . I 
in th~ ·next s~t1~n .. .. - -s~i-co~ductor fasers · a.P~~a'red -~~ :9.~2. , foll owe~· by 
.- ~ 
1 iquid and chemical lasers fn 1~63. 
1-2· Gas lasers / _... ~ 
·'r: . . . . 
Gas lasers fall .into. ~hree main--categories ac~o!"d~ng .to~· .. the g~s 
. ; . I . . , . . . - . . . 
media us'ed, the thr,ee type~ being . at~;c~ ionic; and molecular,· 'The f~rst · 
.... , .. 
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·4. l ,.,' 
• I '" 
.· .. · .. 
• 1 : 
· .. 
• .. \ . - 2~ . I • ' , c, : I ' : 
. ~· . . 
,• • I ;, 
• • ' l r " • / ' ' / ' 'r • I • I • • 
·atomic l~se'r was the helium-neori .laser· as di~ussed before. · Prior.· to · the . · . - · · ..... 
~ucces~f~.l- pr~d~:~ctfon · of a .s-pectral. l.i ·~~ ·at~ ·). ~3~8 ~. i~~t~ y·f~ibl~ · · .. 
. - .. 
region, by a helium-neon laser oper~:ting 1n .a.con ' uous wa~~ inode, othe'r 
• • '' I • ' • 
. noble gases were .tr1ed;. but- all ·p~oduc~ ~inf · red radiation bnly. 
. •. . . . 
. ~ . . Interest mounted with the a~ ··of the ·ffrst .ionfc gas ·· laser. : . 
in 1964, ~. i::. Bell. annoUnced the~ 1 opment, ot' a laser produei ng vis 1b; e 
. . • - . . • +_.. . . 
radiation with mercury ·fons (Hg ) ·acting as the · laser m·edil.im ··[7J. ·. In the 
. . ... ~ ·. . • . . . . . . .' I ' . . . . ' I · ·: 
same .·yeat, Bridges announced la$er action :in ionized argon [8}. These . 
. . . . 
. . . , · 






. . . 
., . ') ~ 
. ' A 
sources of'·high power., continuous wave red Md.green light·.· . · . . :~; 
·.. . . ' . . : . , . . ' :. ' . /. ··~ 
. It. was in _1964, a 1 so, _ t~at the first' molecula~ ~~s- 1as~r appeared)//,.· .· . 
~ . .· . ~.. . - ·. • ' ' /. , , .. ' . . .. 
,,opening a new .era in laser development, for mole~ular gases made it ': / . . . . . ·· ' 
' • ~ I' ' • ' ] ' • • • ! I ,. • '• ' ., • • ~/ .o' I 'I ' • "', 
possi b 1 e. to ·cQmbf.ne eff1c1 ent energy conversion ~it~ _high output .power.. It · · . . _. 
• '·~ ....... _ • , .. I ' ' • ' • • ./ ,-:,:/ : ' 
.was c. K. N. Patel whcffound· that gas . .lasers ·would ... be more·.eff:..fc1ent -1n 
- . •' .. ' - . . ' . "_,/' :. ' .• .. (·/ ... . . ' 
· ;- · en~~gy convers-ion ·if_ :rnolec~ ~ ~~· · r·ata,er. t~~~ t_~.e·<1 j_gHter_)t~s, .-were·.used · £91. 
. . ' . ' . . . ' . . . .. . - ,) . . 
.. ~·~!:~~ H.e .tri ~d va~ious llJOl~&ul_a~_. ·'~~~~s such as ~~r . . " · ·/x'fde~ c~:b~~ dh~l :ide~. ·.. ·:.: ·. ·,. 
• 




. . . / ' -- f' ' ·-
efficHmt 1.n energy con~ersi.on·: ~ ~/~~ el- ·obta1nect .' energy~~n~·ersfon . · . . -~ . . .. :<_. 
... . . . / . . ' . ·· ... 
efficiencfe's of up to 15~ 'with -carbon dioxide in a continuous wave mode of . 
• • / • • ' • -' I • 
. . . / / , . .... ~~fi!.·· . ", ,: . . · . .. , • . . •··. 
operation, compared to eff.1.c1enc1es. of less than·· 1% for atomic·. gas lasers. · · 
. . . . . / .". . . · . . · . . .. . ; , , . ... 
· · .Car:bon, dioxiae provf~es . radiation at .. >. ip~6j~ ~ ·. ci~bon diox~de~ ·. ·-- . · · ' · "·-
lasers ar~. ;her~~~~~i-~ble-.. fo{ heai-in~ · pla~~s·; and --b~~ause. '- 10.6 - ~m · :< -~)·,> 
- l . • ""\ ' . . - I • ' , , . ' • ... ". ·., • , • • _,. · • . . · .. _,; 
falls in. the regioa:' where . there is· -an ~ ~t:mosphe.ric.· win~o~, · th.e)( are · _. ::· .. :. 
. . . . . ., ~ ' .. - . /· . ,. . ' . .. ; · 
attractive for corrmun~cations appl icatfotts . . : · . . : ~·- ·_ . , . _.' ·.· : .. ~./:: 
. ~rj tlie e~r11er . stages' ~f. t.heir. ··c~~str~c-tion _for ~ J~ed mode_ ~f- . . ·: · · ._ ~- ~ ;~ 
· . operation, cirbo~ - dioxide , ~~~e~s could ~-o~·. P~~d~ce pe~~~ powe~s _hi~~ · e~o~~-h' : . .\-- .·. ··:~:,~~ 
' • - 0 ' •. - : • • ~. • , 1.. ~ • -1 .. • • •• ••• • •• • , - } , .. 
,.t I ' . ... ::-~;;~ 
. . . 
. '· 
• • ~ t 
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to COf!lpet:e. With the solJd. state l~se~s - alrea~y in .,tis~~ Realizing th~t fn .' 
o\--der, to ~ie~e such . h~_gh_ p~ai/ .PO~ers _.i_t· ~as . ~!~e~:sar~ to; k~~~ th~ ~as ~:~ .~' .:., -:. 
1'P .. . , • .. • ~ • • • ' ' ' ' " • ~ • • high pressure, A. ·J. Beaulieu perfonned experiments using pressur~s ~P .t • . · :' --;; --: 
• f . .. ' .. . '.~ .. , • ., .. . .. .. . , ._ ; 
i1n atmosphere [11,l2J. However·, ··:the-·usual e~citati.on tech~ique wrs: · · :-: ~_ .. _ _:: 
. . . ' ' . .. ... ~ . . 
electr'ical. dis~harige between .el-ect~o:de's lo~~ted•at t!aC:h end~of. "t~· "'. ' - . ...  . . 
.} t sC ha r!ie tube · ~. tht s _mean~ ~~at h~~_h~ ~ ~0 i~g~ we2e • ri-:c•:sOr~ ; br~ k .dow.: . ' •. · . ' . ; 
. the gas . Bea~1ieu ·solved the prob.lem ~developing .a . new }JJ tJ)od of · ._ .. -_ _ __.. . 
·. .. - exctj;to:ustng' transv~rs~ rat~er7thaft_ 10'";1ttud;~;t1 .dt · t.;a,.g~~· r~l·~~·~:: ·.  ' :~ 
. - to ·-the laser axis. -Transverse .exc.1tat1on 1mp11es·sh .t .Cfischarge lengths . . · . 
_.. . . ... . , . ' . , • ·. . .· . .... . I , . t.. • , • • , · • • • • • " , • • 
_. ,./ and large d1srharge ar'eas ~ The large fields .. _necessary ·to break- down the . . .. . · ,..,. 
· · . . ··· .hi-gh ~re~sur.e gas were obtai·n~~- .. then. · wit~- r~lat~vely low-~ volt"ages . ~pplfe,·- · - ·\ . .. :::: 
.· ... • • • . • .1 \, • ' • 
' . 
.. ' .. 
I , e ' 
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'·. to the e 1 ectrodes. . 0 • • • 
• • • f' • 1\ . . . . ' . : . . . 
. The electrode~ -used by Be~411ieu wer~r a cylindrical · anode .~nd a 
. , ·• ~ · _ ... ___ ·_. ·_ ._-_:~ _ _._ - -: - ~ -· .. • ••. • . • ttl' . · . - "' . " . ' · . · 
cathode ·made up of a _row ·of resistors •"'.- Using· a confoc~l. mirrOr configura- · . . · · · ·. · 
. . ' . . ... . . . . . , .. . 
ti~n. , 5':-JC~ as· is ~omally .emp.ioye·~ in l.ong~r laser cavitieS~ . ·Beauli:~u 
' " I • ' ;. . . . .' . . . , ' 
noticed tha~ . the laser ' beam pro.duced a 1 rectangular-shaped o~-pot rr21.~ He. ~- .. 
. . .. '. ' ~ . ' . . ~ (:\ . . ~~ .. . . . 
_' therefore.- investigated · a helical electrode configurat-ion which would '· favor" 
. ' "· : . . ; • , . . . . . . . . -' . . . . . . . I. . . . . . . . • . . . . _' 
-:._the · TEM00. ~r fundamen~al ·- m~Cfe for ·-la~r -oscillat1~n~ . · Fort~~ an~: some ·. , .. _ '-
: ' 
t • • I 
i .. 
:! 
I) :: . 
.. ~ -. .: -
. • ' . . • . , 4\ ' ~ . . .. 
. associates--hav.e shown .that ·such 1a confi9,4.1ration -introduces _circ~lar · ~ •• • 0 
·. s)ltrin.~tr1zat1on . . of the· ·~ctive ~ed·i·~ - ~~d ~pe~ates reli~bly in th1~ .funda-
• • ' Q : ... ' ~ •• ' • .. ... ' • : • • • ~ 1' • . . 
mental mode [13]. .. ~ · • . . , . · · . ,., 
.... 
. ' . 
.. . · _, . · " .. . :t"<_· - ·. - - -- ·. ' r ·· ' : .. . . -_-
.. · , ... , :,. ~oilsiderab1~ .. ~ro~.r~ss .:,in. th_~".d~v.elopne~t .. of.: T~/C02• ~,~er_:~. ~-s . · , . ·.· .,;: ·~~-~ 
· . :·they are collllionl.)l· known, · has been evtd.ent-in recent years.· . New electrode · 
" 
'· :-
10 :.,. ·; 
• t ' • ' • • ' • I ' • • ' ' tp " <I ' • • • • ' ' • ' • • ' , I • . , . • 
designs ·and, ne'w discharge . methods haV'e· been ~nvestigated 'and appli~'d~ not 
• • . • • . • \~ . • ) • " • • - q : : ·• • • " • . ~ • 4. .:-: •. •• • : • • • • • • • • • .. ~ i 
.·onJy to .the.·lasers -us1ng carbon di-oxide ga·s , but to. lasers U$ingother : ."· .: ·,. 
. • ~ t • . • " • • • · ~ .. 
,_.lecular gasef as well. ,.... .· : ' ' . ' ' - ; ' :---.-:. ' .. -· 
.: """ . . ··~ . 
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l-P3 Statement of the Problem .. - . 
11 
• \ l\ ,1 , ·- .,I ~ . -,- -- · - - · - .• ' •·-···' ""·-· ·- ·---····- . ·'·- · _. _ 
The ·rna 1 n purpose_ of the present ~work was · to d_esign and construct · ~ 
. . .. "· ... . 
a t~_ree~metr,e. rong, helfcaf TEA/C02 laser . operating · in ·a ~ulsed __ p!Ode!·';.and · 
.to investiga~e. certain of it~ · operatiopal characteristics. · .In addt~n, a 
. . . •/ , -· 
· · scheme 7for the synchronous operation of the co2 laser and ·a gi~nt pulse 
- . . . • ·. . . j . 
. _'.r.uby laser._ was undertaken··:;" ·o_rder th~t the co2-rub~ laser. induce~ · plasma 
- ' . 
-in .a dual- or cross!beam laser fi.eHi cou.ld~ be investigated. 
r 
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CHAPTE~ 2 . 
... 
. 
. A·RESUME OF THE PRINCIPLES OF AN INFRARED C02 LASER 
• . 
I • 
2-1 Vibrational EnergY Lev.els of Car-bon o·ioxide 
.) Carbon dioxide 1s a lin~ar ~ymmetric mole.cule haying four vi bra-· 
t{bnal degrees of freedom . . Associated with these are three vibration~l . 
mode~ which are illustrated in Fig· .. 1. Following the ·usual,nomenclature 
for- mo\ecular vibrations [14], the first mode, the symmetric stretch mode, 
is_ designated by (v1, o •. O), 'where v1 is . the frequency of v1,bratton _in 
that mode.· The s,econd mode is the doubly degei)'er~te bending mode whi.ch is 
designated by. (0, v2. , . 0) .. The third mode,- the an~isymmetric stretch mode. /"' . . 
is designated .by (0, 0, v3). · 
To a first · approximation, these modes are ·independent .of one 
I . . . " , • ~.- . . 
another, and the !llOlecule· can vi brate in more than one mode at a time.· ln 
.. 
other· words, it may. pos~ess vibra~io~l energy which .is a combination. of 
different modes at var1~us vfbrationa 1 quantum ·levels.- The vibrational 
b ' 
. . . I 
5 
levels .cart, the.refore, be written as a linear combination of the vibrational 
'· ~ . . 
quanta v1 , v2, and vj. where v1 is the vibrati~~al quantum number of the ~ : 
· , 
: · S.YJ!Illetric stretctl mod~, and so .. on. · Since the bending mode is do.ubly 
i> . ~ 
. · degenerate, . it may· have a~sociated with 1~ an angular momentum _abo~t the . 
. .· . ' . . . . . 1 
· 1nternucle~r axis .. · .The ~1brat1onal ~evels ·, ~hen~ .are des1.gnated· (viv~ v3)._ 
where 1 t 1 1s the quantum number ass,oci,llted. with the rotati.onal angular · 
. . . . . . . . 
momentum of ~he ' bending mode. Using th1s nomenclature. the., ground state 
' . • i~ 
of the i001ecule is designat~ as (00°0). 1. :. '· 
.. • • to 
· · 'Ftg- : 2 is a schemati~ diagram of the lower vibrational levels of. 1 · 
a carbon" dioxide mol ~cul .e wh~ch are consi-dered important for the laser 
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. ... ~ .,~ .. :· . '' ~ .·) . . ) . ... ~. , .. _ .. .. 
. ~ . .,; . 
Th~ ~ollis~oJl _·excitation. mechanism-'-prov~ded by nitrQgen .. 
~ ~-
'molecul~s is a~ ·shown ·in the_ diagra~, the role of the nit~og~n ·.b~ing '. ::._-< ". · ~ 
·. -discussed· in ·det~il later: ~ . ·r.·:<~::~'--, - .,, .... 
. Carbon dioxide molecules are ex-~ited· to the '.- (00°1) ·level bf' 
• ,' I • ' 
./ 
1 ne 1 as t 1 c .collisions · betwee·n e 1 ectrons ·amf mo 1 ~cu·1 ~s as proposed· ~Y. sin; th 
; • • \ • • • '•<( 0 - . 
and Clark '[15] a.nd shown by. ·Boness and,Schulz. [1~]', Cheo [17}, and 
~ - ' :;· - • \ ) • J . • • • • 
McKnight ' (18]. When. tht (000'1) level is'::po~ulated by. a majority of t~e ' 
' 
. molecules, in ot.her ror~s ·, .when pOpulation inversion is achieved·,, there 
. ' . 'J! ' ' . 
can be a transition to' either the ·(lo00) lev~J or the {02°0) level with ' ., 
. . , I •J •. •; " 
' I • • ,)" • ' 
infrared emission at >. 10.6 llm-in the foriJler c~.s.~ :or at >. 9.6 llffi in the 
~ . . , : . t;.~ .. ., . ·. . 
lat~r c~~e. Due to a greater emission probabJJ iti, the >. ~0~6 llm 1 tran~fon~ are about 10 times stronger th~n t~e >. 9.6 pm tra.nsitions. -
J i 
The · ~onner, therefore, nonnally dominat.e and will be the only ones . 
considered here. . \ ;.- ' 
. • ... 
. Once e)l(cited ·.to the {Q(l0 1) ·..vibratfomrl level, a. carbon dioxide 
... 
molecule ca~ emit a -photon at'>. ·UJ.6 llni duri.ng · a tran~itfon to the (10°0) 
I : • ' • ' 
vibrati,onal level. The C91lisional crosso section for vohrne quenclling for 
.the (00°1) level is 2.86 x ·. 19~.19 cm2 while tha~ ·f~ the (1~00) level i~ .·. · 
. . 1.62 X ' 10-18_ cin2 [17]. Ther~fore, the ' lo~;r 'level decays·~ more r~p,dly .than 
the· uppe~ level, so the popul~tfon inversion can be expected to develop 
~- , . . 
until the laser action occurs •. This ~sa major reason why ·these levels · ~re 
·::: 
-.~"':• I • 
.... , _ •t" 
. - . 
considered to be favourab.le la~er leveis ~ ~- ·' 
From the (10°0) .l.evel, the molecules decay to th~ ('(ll10) l'eve1 ) 
. b"Y'~olli~ionS and .6Mt radia~v_e · decay, then t~ ··the ground (00°0) ·level by. ~ 
further c~n -is)'ons'· an~ ~tow radiative d~cay ri9.1. . . . . 
o • ~- - • ' • • G ' .. 
··-
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The working efficiency 'Of a laser fs related to · the quantum 
. . . ....... . 
• • ' ~ .... l, ' ... ' • • 
·efficiency of the trans1t1.ons 1nvolv~d. the-:quantum efficiency-being the . 
' ' . . . 
' o o I • I 
.. . highest theoretica-l eff1c1ency·of the laser.· It is defi·ned ·as the ratio • · 
• ·,.. D ' (I • ' o p • . ' ' • • • • 
of the emitted photon energy to the exc1,ta.tion ·enE!rgy. _ For carbon dioxide. 
, 4 .. . . ., . 
-~he . . quantum efficiency of the. (oo01) - (10°0) . ~ran~1t1o~ is ab~ut ~1.% -as .. · 
compared t~ quantum 'ef~iciencias of only about 1% to1 10% for typical non- · , 
· molec~l-ar. la$e~~ · · . )~ '?I 
2-2 Selective Excitation Mechanisms · 
• ! 
I , . .. , 
A _d.c. electric dis~harge through the gas results in the creation 
I ' 
~ . 
of free e 1 ectrons with some k 1 netic energy. llirect impf!ct betw~en the 
. . 
.. . electrons. and. the carbon dioxide m61ecules can c"aus·e the molecules to be 
• n , · • ' • 
_ exci~ed to various v·fl~ratio_nal, levels.· ·s_1nce the ' (00°v3). levels, with· .' 0 
f I 0 0 , ' 0 ' t I I 
differ:ent values of v3·• are _nearly equally ~paced, selective e~c_itat~on of,: 
·th~ .molec~res to the . (00°1) l~velis possible. A molecY,l~ at a {00°v3) 
, o • - {' - • • • I { . --;:_.,,J 
__ lev~l .• v3 > 1. ma1 effic1~ntly transfer e~~rgy to a molecule: at· ground 
(00°0) level • . The result would . be a (Qv'3-1) molecu1~ and a· (00°1) . 
' . ' 
molecule. Similar processes can bring other ground state molecules up-to 
, .,.· 
. :'~ 
• -· r • 
... , 
"'r • • . 
.. .,
. : .. 
the (60°1) level. aOd other (OOv3) molecule~ .dow~ to the/ (001) level. . ·. . 
" _It ha~ been· found [20] that the..le~c1tatidn . ~f carbon _ dioxi~-
..... . . ·. . '\ 
molecules to the (00°1) -level may be greatly enhanced -by the addition "of 
' ' ' • I 
nitrogen · ga~ ·· Since n·itrog~_n .1S a h~onuclear, dfatan1c m~1ecule. it _ha~ 
. . 
no pennanent dipol~ moment. There{ore, excited nitrogen mol'ecules cannot 
. . . .. - . . . .. . 
. ' decay to the .ground ' state by meahs of the usual electric 'dipo1e' 'radiation ., 
' I • • • ' ' ' 
.. . 
Also~ th·e vibra.t1onal states' of the nit~ogen ·molecule are nearly ·coincident ( . . I ' • 
C) . • • • • ' • 
. with the carbo~ d1ox1.de: (00°v3:ptevels,_as seen. 1n · F1g_ ~· -. 2 ~ : Acco~dingly • . ·· : · 
• 'j 
. . 
• ' · . ·."!!. 
. . . r - ~ 
, I . .. 
' ' . ' 
. .. ' . 
' : ' I • : ' ~ ' 
( ~t~·; ; :; 
'• • : :. • .. ~,' :..w,(11~~r~ 
1 .... 
' 
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. .. . . ' . ' .\ 
't. • ~ • ·t~.. . . . 
. •l : 
' '. • 
., , 
/ . . . ~ ~ 
I ' · I 
lo : .' ... : ... :: ~ 
. •' 
l "t! ' •. -. I 
' \ • I lJ ;,_ ·~- h 
I ' ' • • • I ... . (/~ • . u 
eificient' energy transfer .from exc1'ted nitrog·~~ molec~les ·· to non-:excited ' 
. . ·. . \ . . 
~arbon' diox~de molecules can 11_kely-ta~~ . .'pla~ . ~e~ 'carbo'n ~1oxide ': . ' 
. . . ,• r . . ~o~~cu~ es .C~f -~he~ ~~ist~i.~te their ene~y ; · . the. (00°1) level as · 
described abo.ve. . .. . . 
. ' .. . . . 
' . 
'" ,. . . The. sch~~i_c repres.entat1on of vari~u~ pr~~.esses for excitat.io~ . 





I» ·_ . , . ·• . . . 
carbo,n dioxide-nitr'og~n· mixtures· is illustrated in Fig. 3. · • <' • • t ~ \ :. 
. . . .. . 
. : 
. _2-3 De-excitation Mechanisms . 
. -
• .. . . .. - • . . : . . • ,. '!], 
. _. · . Coll_isions of ~.resonant nature play al) .impor:.tant role in_ t~e ,. .._ , 
. . . . . . . . . . . .· 
de-excitation. of 'the ca-rbon dioxide . molecules. at the (10°0) . vibrational 
. \ •. . . 
. - ' 
. . 
~evel. The energy of the molecules ~t this le~el · 'is ap~r-ox1mate1y. twice ·. 
o f\ ' ' • ' > o 1 I • • ' 
the energy of the mol~cul.es at the coi1o) level~ ' ·cc)ns~quently • . collisions ' ·.:- . 
"- • • • • D 
be~een two io61e~~fes. one at'·the ·(lo0o) level and · tKe oda~r .. at ground-' 
(00°0) level , · can p~oba'bl; result ·in a redistr1bu~ion of the~~l-ecul:ar · 
' . 
. . ' 
. . 
., . 
• l ~ .. 
~"~ 
., . 
. ert~rgies to th~ (Ol1Q) ~ibrational energy level.· .~- The ·~at~ ~f de~ay Of t~e 
(0110).· ,le~el is, howev.er~ :.'a ~ncdo~ factor i~ ~e~;~fnfng . the efficien~y of . , . · :~ 
the overall.process • . rho vl~ritl~nal ~ne~ ~~ ~he moJei~ie~ at the ~11<it · · : 
. . ' ' 
l.evellnay .nonna lly .be lost by nonresonant -collisions with .th~ container · 
~ ' . . . .: ' 
walls or oth~r .molec~les. , 
. . . 
The, addition of helium seems very effeetfve in a.1ding the ·. · 
depleti'on of tf:le (0110) l~vel [21;22). A carbo~ ~.-dioxide mol~ule ·undergoes· 
: · ~ ..,. : " .. . . . .· . . 
about 200 coll fs1.ons per .. sec-mjd_·_.per · torr ·at "roOm .temperature·, whereas .a . 
I • 
. . ' 
, _ 
· .. •. 
,. 
. . " . . : . . . 
hel11111 ;a tan . undergoes 40PO . collls'i~ns ~~~ se'cor:ad per~ t~r-r'_:. ·  ·Heli1111, . . ·:i·' .. \ ..  _. . .} 
• • .... :r~~ 
• . ... f • . f' • ... . ' 4 . • - • • , .. : • ' , , •{ 
therefore~ can co~tr1~ute to increasing the overall . ~ffic_~e~cy ot: the laser ;..; . .: .' . ~: 
• • ' ' J . • ... . ' • • - • . ;~ • ••• process. lhe . proces$es for.de-excitrtion of carbon .dioxfde are fallustrated"1~~ 
- ) . . . . . . ·. . . . .. _.  , . . . . . -~ . r-. ....~ 
schanat~cally in Fig. 4. ,' _ ~ -, ' : -~_;:r---:-~: 
,. 
' t . •. ;" - ,. 
i . ~ • . ,. 
.. .. 
.. ' 
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. ' .· 
. . 
.. In su~ary, then, expe~imental resu.lts · ~eem to. suggest that · 
' ·. ' . . . . . . ·• . 
excitation of .carbon dioxide molee.ules to the upper laser level in P'tfe . 
. . 
gas is ~ot s~f-f1cient tp .effect high- -~'er eff1c~ency. 'in o~der to 
I • \, ~. ' 
- ... ... . . 
. enhance this exci ~at ion and .. to. ensure greater poplila.:tion ~f th_e upper I · ' 
l~ser level: ·nitrogeh can be added.·. On,t~e other han'd,~ helium can be 
-
. . . : . . ~ . . . 
added 'to the 1i~er gas to hasten depletion of the lower laser level. 
• , I • e.~ 
I . 
.,.··' ·· ...... 
. ' 
.. 2-4 ~otational Structure of the Vibrational Levels of ~02 
. ' . I 
. Vibrational levels'. are made up of .varfo·us rotational levels Which 
" • ' • , I • • 
produce P, Q; and· R bra~ch transitions for which 6J · ~~~ -1, 0, +1,' respec- · 
. •• , f' • ' • . ' • 
' . . .. . 
· tively, where J_ 1s the rotat.ional. quant.um number . For carbon dioxide'· .. 
. . . 
there are no'Q branch transitions between the laser levels since t, the ~ . 
' ' I ~- .. 
. . . 
quantum number associated with the rotational angular m~entum ~f the 
. . . 
' · '!' 
· bending m~de,. equals · zero for e~ch level. On t,he .. oti'fer harid, , ther.e may · 
.. .. .. . 
. . ) ..... · . . , 
~xi.st many possible ~ and .R branch· t ·rans1t1ons ,· each producing radiation 
~.. .. \ . ' 
at a d1ffere~t wavelength. If lase~ ~utput . occu~red along severa'"1 of these ··· 
. . . 
· transit.~Qns-:~ t~en ·tht; las.et light would not be truly monochromatic. 'This. 
fo~tu.n~te ly t ' 1 s not. the case • . 
8 . .. ....... : 
La'ser·· action .. occur.s along ·one"·particularly strong P br~·nch 
r • transition~ It has .been shown t221 that ' of .the observ~d P branch transitions . 
. ' ~ . . .. 
. . 
. . the P(20) J1Re is the most intense . . the -wavelength of the · output r.a"_1at1on. · .. 
. . . " . / 
- • ~ • ~ ., •.. ' ' ~ • ' I 
· along :.~hfs .. 'trans1t1on 1s 10~5915 lJm. · 
. ' ·.. " · "' , . . 
·0 
( ' . . ,·. 
,_. 
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CHAPTER 3 ( 
.,. 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE LASER 
. .. 
3-1 Mechanical Construction 
. The body of ·the ·1 a ser i ~ three metr-e~ long and is made fro·m. two 
... 0 - ' • ~ f . ~ • • • • .. . • • 
e.qual lengths of plex.igl~s tube which .are joined s'o as 'to fonn a vacuum-
. ' 
. . . tight cha_mber: . 'The iri~-ide diameter. is apP-rciximate~ 4.4 em and . t_he outside 
. , . . r . , - . 
·diameter- i's appro>simately 5.1 cin • . The electrode pins are.arrang'ed in a 
. . . ' .. 
•• 
i' · . · helical configuration about the tube, ar~d are transverse to the· laser· a:xis. 
All • • • • 
A schematic· illustra.tipn ~f the electrode arrangement for the laser tube 
. . . . ' . . . ·. ' . J 
is shown ·in Fig. 5. , Each of .the cathode electrodes is a carbon· resis·tor: • 
' , . .. . . 
one of its lead.s serving· as. the ·electrode pifl.. ' The pin is cut to the r 
appropriate length and ground smooth at the point. Eaoh cathode resi.stor 
. . • . • • . . . 12/ 
.i's of iooo-_o-,- ~-W size, with a maximum· tolerance ·-in the. value of the ·. . -
.. . 
~es_19tance of ±S:r, quoted by the manufacturer: Although anode elect.rodes 
. . . .. . 
. ' ~ 
of straight c'opper wires. as illustrated in Fi.g 0 -s,.twere used in a'n earlier 
. . .- .. ·. ... -
. • ' . . I .t i 
prototype, · carbon resistors of 2. 7.-o, ~-W s1ze,'later re'placed t-hese w1r·es ' 
'in · orde~ to ascerta.in a~~urately the length. of· the anode pin. · Eacn · c~thode ·· · · 
. . ' I . , . . . . 
.=-pin is located direcSlJ opposite an 1anode- pin with a gap of' 2.54:± 0.01 cht 
• • > .. J ' ' • • • ' . 
'be~een them. The ·pins are fitted ,into pre-bore~ holes ahd. held .securely_ ·· . 
' . . . .. 
tn · p laci WIth. leJ>Jge' S epoxy to ensure , a VACUIIII-tlght Sei!Jdhi!re are 454 
~lectl_"odes of each ·typ~. ·and they ~re ·arranged i~ ·:a; heli·~ of' pitch L ·• . 23 ·em. 





.· Each 'series -of elec;.trodes is cr~)nnect~d i~ parallel "with heavy · · •,· 
. . ' . . ' 
/ brafdeci wJre which ·can. easily carry · high· inst~ntane~us currents. ~n 
. . ·!' 
. . ., . 
. esti!Mted _. value fo~ the maximum _curre t t~rough the C:~n~~c~ing wire~. as .:-· _-
. ' . 
... 
' • . ~t'i 
calculated in section 3-3, is_ abo 450 amperes . 
, , ~ . I~ . . .. . . rr . . . 
... 
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In a prelim! narY· \'#O.r~ o~ ~~e constru~~ion Qf a_ TEA~o2 .. ·1aser, 




. · desfgnf ng .a ~uftable _lader mount ~ pro~fde tHe/equfred r~g~dfty . for :the. . . . : · .. 
"" laser tube as well · as .for the· optfcal components ... Without it, the ~ysten . · 
f 
/ , w?!! d1ff1,cult to _allign and ~otild reiJ\C\J.n ~~.Md....o.nly-for~~--~-
/ v ~~ecause~ o.f._~~is..--the-de-sfgnof.i$~it;'ble , mount becam~· ·o~e of -~h6 prime r • •• • "' · • · 




· ' . --~ ... .. 
. Fig. 6 is ·a photogr~ph .of the laser. and the laser table used. 1n -~ . ' 
I~ • ' . ' • I , · , 1 r • • • , I' , , , / th~ present work. 'fhe 'four _ pedestals for the table::are. buil_t. 'up uslng 
, . . 
'- " 
. . I · 
,heavy concret~ construction blocks-.. Across these. 1s placed .a l-3/8•1nch 
• I 
, .. 
. ~~ .. . . . . . ' . 
\o. • • ' D ' .~· ' 1 
0 
, • 
thick wooden. slab to which. an 8-inch ·high, 611-inch wide stee.l I-beam 1s . 
. . . . . ' . . ' 
.. ' . . ' . . ' . . . . . ,· - . ' . . 
.· secuyy bolted~ The en.~ ire .~ab_le~ . itsel~ •_' stand~ ~~ 0 the .coticret_e floor· . . . . 
of the laboratory • . Fas~ened to the steel I-beam are the '-lasermounts .(one o , 
< ~ • •• ' • ' . t' 
• fo~ ·each en~ and ~rie for t~e _ce~tr~ of the. tu'b\) and the m1rror . .'holders.. .. • I : • ' . • • 
· · A copper screen _enclosure around 'one \i.de of the ·laser, shown in ·. · . : 
' ( l . I # 1 • '· • _, ' ' •• • • • • ' • 
Fig. 6, 1s destgi'led primarily .for the safe_ty' of the operator,' and- al so . · ' · ;_· 
• . 
\ 
. th~ laser are ' illus.~r~ted i~ Fjg·. 7 ... __ The ~oun~ •. G·, consists of t~o ·.l-in~~ · · e 
. . ~ ' . . . . . .· -- . .. . . ' . 
thick plex1glass plate. sections which are bolted together ·:to. hold the · ·· 
. . : . . :!· - .. . · . . . , . , . .. --~- .~ - ,. _ ... _ .. : .. 
laser tube securely ·in place • . · The mou11t 1s thEm attached .to 'the" I-bean1 .1n · ~ · " · ·:l:., 
. ' . . ~ , ~ . . 
. ,., ~ 
'. l ' -. 
· 1'1 . .. ,. 
'. :~ 
I ' o' 
.:: .. J. 
·• : . ' . · ... ·· ; .. ' .• . ·: .• , .. · .... ·.; ,• •. 0,:> ! , ; . ,:._. >:: ~;·.< i·~il I ' ,. '·- -,: . ' .. , 
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. - . - - - l . . . . 
A 3/4-inch thick. brass plate, A, with a 10-c~ diameter hole which 
is 'all,igned concentric with the laserrtube· opening· is bolted. to the steel 
' • g • • 
• • ' t ~ 
. r:.beam to . se~ve as the end pla~e of the laser. The roi ~ror holder~ C, ,.Which 
• I 
. . I 
· is made from a 3/8-inch thick brass plate, has·a counterbored hole into 
I I 
. . . . '- . : . -i l • . 
. .. which t,he _la~er mirror 'fits.· A teflon ring makes the ~eal, and ~he~irror 
. . . I 
d ~ · is held in place _by a br~ss - ri-ng, B. The holder, . C, i~ attached to the -
. . ·. . . • I ' . . 
· ·. end plate, A~ by means . ~f three adjusting. sc~ews . and t,ree s~~ff sp'rings • . 
' ::~ d:: e::: ~ :h:r:::e:e ::::: :, b:::s~:~·.::e :h::h P:~:: 1 di:::~:~::: 1 ft!l rror . 
adjustment of the mi~~~~ holder. · Th~ f~nges, E and F ~re f~~tene~ 
. . . ' 
together with a~ 0-ring making· a vacuum-ti~~t seal. ·The adjusting screws 
• .. l ...... ~ - • 
a~tached ' to the plate, A, are 5/16-inch bolts with a p~tch of .025 inches, 
-~ . . . ' . 
and they .have· teflon extensions to prevent possible electrical shocks to · 
,th~ operat~; han?ll~!i the sc~~S whne· the system 1." 11 --o~eration .- . : ·. . . 
" . , 
• , f 0 - 1 • 
-3-2 Optica 1 Arrangement - · · I · 
~· . The .optical resonator co~sis~ of two end re;,lector~, o~~ ino~nted 
. • I {' . , . • I 
·at. each ~nd of the plex1g1ass laser tqbe. The back re~lector is totally 
- . 
-" 
reflectlnr.hlle the other Is p~rtlai1y tra~~"1tt1ngo providing an e~lt '· 
for · the laser ·beam. These reflectors were chosen so as tp provide a stable 
. . ! .. . " 
fo~u~i~g system. The c·riterion for stability, as given by Seigman ·[23], ._1s 
.,. --...... 
(st~ble resonator) •• (1) J • 






,:_· o~tp~t mirr.or and back mirror, · respecti~ely.. These parameters are ~def1ned as • 
' "'., ' \. 
. . 
. . . . I .. 
L . .· ,. 
·g1 = 1 - R . ( 1 = 1 ,2) • i . 
. .. :..:-. .... 
(2) 
..· 
;. . _ . . .... _ 
. ' 
'• 
. ... . 






. I ... 
where· L fs the cavity leng~h and Ri · is the radius ~f curvature of the 
, . • ' ' ' I . 
mirror ,concerned . . If a planar front mirror (R1 = m) f_s used, i.e. g1. ~ - 1.-
Jr • equation (1) gives 
v 
' .. (3) 
. . 
/ 
For the present work a· planar front r:eflector and a back reflector having 
t . 
a radius of curva.tur~ oi0~0 metres ·were_ used~ ·. With the val~e for L being.· 
.. 
. . ' " 
approximately 3 metres for the p'resent laser system, the computed' value· 
, I : 
for g2 is. ap~r~ximately 0.7; hence; the, optical system satisfies the 
criterio"' given in equation (1) •··. · : . ·· · 
·. 
· .The front reflector in the present system is made of germanium 
. . ~ , I 
• , . . • . • I 
plate~and its front surface i~ coated for 65 ± 3% reflectivfty at ~ 10.6 ~m. · 
. ,: 
. . . 
.. • 0 
The ~a~k· re'flector is made of . polyc~ystall.in~ silicon plate and is coated : . • .. 
I. 
" c . t • • 
with enhance~ metal •for 99.4 ± 5% .reflectfv1ty at A 10.6 . ~. Both reflectors 
r 
are 2 inches in diameter and have effective apertures of 80% of the overall .. 
II' " ' .. • 
diameter. They were_ obtained from La.ser Optics, Inc. 
0 
3-3 Power SupplY and Related Electrical Set-Up 
~ Input ene~gy for the lase~ s;stem is by means of fast elect~ic~'l . . 
. 
·. · · · discharges across the electrodes. The energy fs. provided by the power 
• r' .: ,.. • • 
.. 
supply illustrated in the schematic circuit' diagram o~ Fig. 8. · The d.c. 
. - • - - . . I . • - . , L 
' ... . . . . 
· electrical power source, manufactured by .Universa~ Voltr.onics Corp., is the 
. 
32-kilovolt, 5.5-milliampere - ~igh vol~!lge supply . . CJ and c4· are the high 
· voltage :storage ~apacitors with capacitantes- of 0.03 and 0.01 ~~.· respec-
. . :· , .. 
. ·: ·tively~ · ~3 is rated · f~r 35 kilovolt!,s, _·a~d c4 is t:ated f~r 5~ kilovolts. 
I • • """ ' - . , 
· _; · Th~ c4· capact~or was not ·used -in the present·work ..... Both ca~acitors ~er..e _ _. , 
I I . . . ' • 
. made· by Tobe-Deutchma-nn ·ltd. The TM-11 Trigger, including the T -1 
. . : 
·~ 
,. 
. (~ ' 
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DESCRIPTION 
_ 500 _pf-~K 
. Centralab · m~ !503 










- .... "" 
• , 
I ' ·. 
I • 22 
(1, • 
. • ~ • • ' ., ' r ' 
t> • .. ... ' • 
.l~r~ns~onner, prov~des the t~~ggering puls~ to ~h~ spark gap. _ -~e spar-k 
_ gap~ model no.-GP328, manufactured by EG and G~ - Inc., is·the th e-
.. . . . . ' .' ~ 
eleCtrode type, having -an operating· range of 20 to· 48 kilovolts and a · 
I> • "t. ~ . . .,.., ' 
static _breakd6\'in potential of 6_0 kilovolts. 
.. 
In operation, the ·high voltage· supply charges -the. storage _ 
ij . 
capacitor~ c3. The adjacent electr~de .of the 'sp~rk g~p is held at· high: 
. . . . I . - . 
. potential,, whfle ·the opposite electrode is held at gr~und potential. A 
. ? . . 
· fast-rising p'ulse, 30-KV P.~ak, is then gEmerated .by the TM-11 Trigger. and 
. . . 
' . 
supplied to the spark gap trigger probe (the middle electrode in the Spark 
. . . 
Gap of Fig.,. 8)_. The nitrogen gas ·whfch fill~ the spark gap is_ pre1o~1zed 
. . 
and the capacitor discharges through the spark .gap and across the laser. 
. . . . 
• r 1 • # • 
· . . \.~ ~as_t ~lec~rical_ disc~ar;ges then occ~r.across the~ pin elect_roi:Jes: 
·· • ·. ·· The full time duration~ 't, . of thes·e disc~arges'is on ·th-e order · 
.... . . 
of 1 llsec. A rough value for ·the current,· .I~ through the brailed wire -
connecting .the electrodes can be estimat~d as·. follows: Since 
· VI ~ E/t· . , (4) 
• . . 'I . 
~here V is ·the operating .v.oltage and E', the total· electriCal energy stored·· 
in the storage capacitor,-which is given -by 
(5) 
4 
where C is the ~apacitance, then at an operatin-g v·ol.tage of ~0 k,ilovolts, 
. . t 
•rr is approximately 450 amperes. 
. I · 
. . 
3-4 ·Optical Alignment and 'o?eration of Laser 
. . .,. 
. ~ The end mi rr.ors . are a 11 gne( us 1 ng a sma 11 He-Ne, J ase_r whose . 
·m.ount ~lowed translat1o~1 adjus~ents alo_ng ver~i~al . _and horizontal .axes · 
'I" 
! • ~ 
v 




r • : : . ~ .. 
. . •' 














. . . 
I . 
'(perpendicular to _the ax.is of the; laser tube), as well . as orientational 
adj us tmen~~ r about the same axes. The He-Ne 1 aser is . mo.unte_d o~ the stee 1 
. • d 
1-beam at the -front o~ the co2 laser. Car~board d~sks with-pinholes \n 
. I : I ' · · · ' 
the.centres ·are cut to the same size as -the jnside 'diameter of the laser 





· tub~. and\-are used in co~junction wfth the_ 1_1-ine-up laser fo~."-'accura~~ .. ~~:.~ . ~- · 
- • f • •• .., 
a 1 ignment .of ·. the tube -_s~_ctions just prior to cementing ~hem tog_ether. ... ·. 
.. . . . ·. ~ . . . . . . ·. ' . . ' . ' 
At first, the'cardboard disks are ·placed inside the ·laser tube, 
I . ' '·: . . . .  • 
one at each end and one at the centre where the two sections of the tube' 
'\' . . . . . ' . . ' ,. . . ~- ( .. . . . ' 
join. The direction . of.the line-up laser is then a~justed so that the laser 
. · . ·/, • I . . . .' . .. 
·beam passes throug~ the thr,ee pinhol~s CQincidently: . The centre disk is 
• • • ;' • · · ·'\ ~ t., 1 . • 
~hen . cac_efvlly removed ajl'd the two ~ection~ ·of .the -~ube_ a_re ~~en ted, , 
. . I - . • . . .. . 
. togetner. ~he end disks are- then removed and-the back mirror 'is pOsitioned 
' . . , : . . ' ' ' ' ' . . . ' 
and .aligned . so that the line-up laser beam reflec_ts back, upon itself. The · 
front ~irr.or i~ similarly .a1igned t~king . hat~.a~cou~t a.we~ge : in ·t -he.· 
•. . . . . ' ; ·'-, ... . . . . . . . . 
· _. . g·ennanilim plate. Fine adjustment is done with the aid of ·an Optical 
' . . 
. . .' ,•, . ' ' ·, ' 
Engi~eering thef'l!lal image kit, model n·o. 22~J<, ::wn~ch consists of an ultr~-
violet ·lamp and a fluorescent screen·.. Phosphors on the screen fluoresce 
' •• - " • .. • ' • "I •• • • • 
·_ when il'uminated by the ultraviolet lamp,- but ene'rgy absorved from an 
. . . 
\ . , . 
infrared laser beam raises the surface temperature~ _producing ·a thermal 
• 4 
· . image which appears ~sa . dark spot on the screen:. 
. ·After. th~ · laser tube is ev'acuated through an outlet· at one end, 
' • 
. ' 
the gas is penm1tted to flow in at the other end. The laser gas mixtures, ·· 
. . . . ( 
obta.ine~ 'ir~ixed ' from Matheson of' ·Can~da; Ltd •• is 88%:'-helium, -6% nit~gen, 
... . . . ' .• . . . 
and. s% car:-~>?n :dioxide·. several mixtyres ·_ were _ tri~~ inittally but th.ts . one. · 
• ' •• ' • ~~~·. of): ' 
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' I 24, . . , : 
• ·&I 
.was ~riginally . intended to be .a sealed. system, performance ·was · found to ·be 
I 
most consistent -if a ver~ sl.ow con~inu~us· gas .floW (~ 10-15 cc/sec) was 
allowed. . . 
,. . ' ... 
In the course of aligning· the l~ser; a~ inte~~sting effect was . .. 
observ~~- ·After·aligning the system and filling the tube.w1th ga~. it was 
~ . sonie~i~es necessary. t~ remove the front ·mirr:o.~ to check t~e .. ali~~~ent:. It., 
' . . .. 
, was then noticed that when the front mirror was removed the back mirror ·. ). ' I • ' 
I 
seemed· to be out ··of alfg~ent, judging frtxn the position of the He-Ne -laser 
• - . • ,. 11 • • ' • • ' 
' '• 
. beam .spot~. After ·several occ~r~ences. 9f the effect, th~ ca~_se was · • 
.. ' , . • I 
'd1scoverdd to be due to a va~iation Of refrae!t1.ver index 'in ·· the · la~er' tube. 
. . "' . ' 
·as follows,: Upon removal of. ·the front mirror~ Ol:f~Sfd~ ai·~ . ilowed iri under 
' . . .. . 
... 
the· laser ga~mixture through the opening, creating a gas · interface across · 
. . . . . . . . . 
~ .. ,.,. ,.,. . 
which was a change of refracti-ve index. The gas fnter.face · ~etween th~ • .: :~:? · ·~~~ 
• • ~ . ... • • • • • • 0 j ' - "':,, ,\1\ ,. ··' .... ~ 
laser gas mixture and the outside-air seem~d qufte .stable for a -considerable . 
• ' . , • • I 
I ' ~-~.ngt~ of ~ime. ·. : · · · / 
.. . ......... -·-·-· · · ' · As far a,s ''·the stability Cif the pres·ent optical a1igt111~nt is 
• t;~ .... ·· ··'"'' • to • ~ - • • ! . . t . . , ' . . . 
conc;~rned·, it has been found that even after periods of up ,to · six months · 
I 
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The ~ianning and the' pa-instaking attention to every constructioha 1 
det'ail 'were wei-1 justified and. re~arded: · . . ~i-th ·just initial : inirr~r adjust- .. ·. 
" . .· . 
. , . . 
ment, _laser a was achieved at the first try.. Using the Opt1~al 
Engineering he.rma-1 Image Kit·; final optical adjustlne.nt '~s J:118de. Upon 
~,:: , .~~CUS1.ng Of · e laser light With . art~.~-~ ·c~_ated . gennan1~:e~S, .a visible 
. ' . . , . 
· spark indicating brea_kdown and plasma fonnat1on in the air was observed at 
: the .. focus. The repe~1 t1on rate of fi r1 ng . of ,about twice a second was 
achieved·~· aHhough t~e .maxim.um rate at _which ~he . highest _peak _ powe~ cou.ld 
'• .... . . . . . 
• 'If!; .. • ·~ 
be maintained for, each firing wa.s observed to' be -a_b'Out once every t~o "' 
.. ' 
.. ,.,. (' 
·. 
· s_econds • 
'· 
. -~~ ,1(, . . . _Measurements of the op.erat1ona_1 cha~acteris~~~s of the laser were· . 
·~ · .. -r-:: .. ,, _~:>·e::arr1ed. o·u·t ·usfn~ the experimental 'Se~~~ ~hown s·chema~ically in Fig. 9 • . · 
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· · The laser radiation· detector was either a Photon-.Dra.g Detector or a . joule- · 
. \ . ' . , ' " '... . ' . . . 
~~ter~- d·~peddfng . on t~e . charac:rterist1cs being .studled. A ~~ktr~nix 77~4 , 
. " . ... . 
Os'c111~scope was used to a~alyze the . ~fgnal from the -d~tector . 
' ' ' . ' 
· · At .fi_rst, the ·Phot'on-Dr'ag .·oete~toJ'!.~_was . used · to anatyze the . · · 
"· . . ~ . . . 
. ' .. . : I . . I '\ ' • • 
temporal profi~es of the· laser puls~s. :· .. This detector ·was fabricated by 
the Ontirio Resea~ch :Foundation, Toronto. Ontario, and is especially· . .. 
, • 1 • 1'1 • I , ' I , I • • \ ' • 
'· 
. --. . . ,• 
. '· 
\ . -~ . •. ' · '. I . '\-1 
· designed fo; mea--surtng·-the outpQt of ~1-g_h-power co2 laser~~ . Th~ main ·. · · · . . .. 
, ~le.me11t . fs .a germanium b~~ measuring .·5 rm - ~ - 5 ~X 40 ·mm. i~perati~nal ... · ··-·--: -/;3: 
' ' ' ' • 
1 
'• -. ' • I ' -...,. • f , "- ' 
0 
: • • 
1 
: ( : • • :(~~-~~ 
. P~inci.P~~ of ~u~h detect~~s h.~~ been rep.orted : br Gib~O.n. ~t -~1 [24~2\· · It .· . . :~ ·-- -~ ::·}!t.f.~~~ 
utilizes the tran~fer of momentum from a_. photon' beam inci~~~t on the . r · . .. ; _ .~ -/.: : -'::{ 
I ' I • • ~ ' ' ' o '" • ,/ • • I ' • l •·• '~:::~ 
genn~nium bar to electrons and holes . in the me~ai. _'If~ suffic1~nt IDO!IIeriturn ' . ... . · .. ·; \i 
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·J 
.· 
. ~ . ,.., 
. is. transferred, a Jongitudinal e.m.f. is produced. in the bar, which is . 
. . J . . ' . ' 
· then interpreted - 1~ tenns of 1 aser beam irll:ens 1 ty by an osc i 11 oscope. · 
The Photon-Drag Detector provides, essent1a lly, pulse shapes of 
·the laser ' output. Osc-illograms represen~ing typical pulses · of the present 
· _TEA/C02 laser system are reproduced in Fig. 10. Two ,.oscillograms in the 
. . . 
. figure show wide variati·Q~s in pulse height, width, and · ~efay,. but they 
. . . 
_. ,correspond . ~o two different operating :·voftages for the laser: The top 
----\~ . . . ~ . ... .. 
pul ·~e ~as · recorded ·with an operating ·voltage of 30 kilovolts ·· for ·the 1aser 
· or an:electr~calinput ene.rgy of 13.5 joules to. the laser, wh11e.the ., 
bottom pulse occurs with an operating voltage of 20 kilovolts ~r 6·-joules 
~· 6 
. . •. ·: 
, ; . 
27 
of ~}~ctri ca 1 energy •. 
. . v .. For. the present study, oscillograms of pulSes wer~ taken ai· 2- .. _ · t. 
" · kilovolt int~rvals fr&n 20 to 30 kilovo1ts .appl1ed to .. the el~trod~s. of the 
. . 
• laser~ _ · Several oscillograms were taken at each operating vo.ltage of the 
laser in order ·to ensure- a reasonable statistical validity for ·the pulse 
. . · ' ' 
d~~- Measurenents included those· of ·pijlse delay fr001 the · time the 
. 
• oscilloscope is triggered, temporal pulse width,' and pulse height. The 
·numerical data wer~ obtained directly from the oscillogra~s . ~ng ar~· 
':1 •• • • • • • l•\ 
. travE!lling microscope~ 
~n F1g. 11 a plQt of the pulse delay versus the electrical · input 
energyi £1 , _is presented. · Her~ E1 is calculated. from' -tht! voltage, v·, .·  
applied t~- th~ · ele~trodes :by means of £1 = ~ cv2 ~here .. c. is the ·capa.c-1tance 
. . . . .- . 
·. 
. of the storagl! capacitor.. The . osd 11 oscope: _is w1 red 1 nto the sys tern 1 n · · · 





by ·the same switch. The delay .is measured from the zero point of the 
., ' " . . 
oscillogram to the peak of the pulse. Since. however, .i.t 1s .·imposs1b1e to 
~- . ' 




... . ! • 
' . " ~ - .. ' 
a) 30-KV pulse 
b) 20-KV pulse 
Fig. 10 
co2 laser pulse shapes 
28 
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' 
. know exactly where a trace on the oscillpscope starts, an·· unknown bu~ . 
I. , , . . ., ~ . ' 
~ " :;:. 
. . : 
·. • , 
. ~ { . '
' I , ~· • i • 
. .. . 
., . 
. •' cons~ant cotre~tion must .be added to" each ordi~a~e value of the' .grap~. • I • ' ,. 
./' • ~ t} ' • •, 
. The cu~ye in F-1 g • .11 1 s . drawn; in free-hand. . The . error bars drawn. for each · 
exper1me~t~1 .point fn ttl~ diagram, as well as ' those .in -' fi.g~ · .. 12-15·. . .'1' : \ 
. ~ - ' . 
,. ' 
• .. ' f ~ • • \ l ' ' • '· • I ' , 
represent the standard deviation which is computed · from the measured values · .'' .. ·: . ·. : 
' ; ' . . .. (' ' ' . ' . ·, ." -:_.' ·.' 
cortesponding ·to a particular set of osc111ograms. Th~·spread of. va_lues a.t 
" ' . 
each input energy is s·een from the error bars to b·e ·fairly small. Tbe 
' . • 0 . u . 
gr~ph . itself is. a · smooth curve and i'ndi~~tes .a: ~onsistent increase ·in pulse 
delay with decreasing·in'put en~rg~:; . E1• . /. , :· _ 
A plot of pulse" height versus ·E11s sh9Wr'l in Fig_ ~ - i2. Again, the 
limits of the error bars ~or- · the observed values arte· relatjvely small a·nd ·a 
. smooth-curve can be drawn;_.withi·r:- the ffmi.ts· of the estimated error,· throt.tgh 
. '• . .... . ,_ . . . 
' ... • ~ ,· ... tJ • 
the averaged poin~s. The puls.e height decreases with· ~ec~easing E1:_and · , 
. I ' . . , ·' . . . . -
\ drops off more rapidly in the low input energy ·region. · A~ain, _the graph ·is 
d~~.wn in free-hand, ~s are all th~ graphs i~.-this thesis • 
. ) -The plot o( the temporal pul~~ widti,at··~alf -'~o~~r vers~s -~{1 is ~. 
- ' . .. ) . . . . . . . 




• ~ • 0 
' · , /th~se i_n __ the prev:fcius g~ap~s and _are . greates~ for la.~ v~1'ues of. Ej. :for · -




II ' ,, 
sharpl_y in: t.he ,_-low regi!ln~, _ .- rhe· · ·bro_ken· H~e indicates_ unce~taint; as1to 
r . 
how the curve actually falls in that' region. · 
w • .. • • 
• · • ro 
J.n each_ of the · gr~phs ·of figs. _ll-13, the curve .deviates grea~es~ 
. 1~ thE!' low input .. energ~ . ~eg1ori_:_ ·Th1.s i _ndicates tha~ the ,'!,\~er ·perfo~s . 
· , best ftom about ·E ~:~ · ·8 or 9 joules· and up, «Jr at operatinG ~oltages of 
' .
... 
. ·,,~ . 
. ' 
: - .. 1 
: . · . 
: . . -. . . _  i . . . . ' ... . . . : . "t: .. • ' . ' .:·. ' . )' 
·· a·pprox1mately .24. kilovolts or greater.. In .this region eacb. ~urve of · . - : 
F.fg~. iz and 13 a;proad.es a str~fght 1 fne; 'w~t~ a slo~~ .o~ ,about~ ~:tO ~v- '-: ·'. \ -
/ - .. , ' ,, .. ~ -
/ . ' 0 . . ._. . ··· 
• ' I ~,.. 1 , ' 
• • • • ·.'.z. ~ 
... ·. :-;': .<-~ .  <~. ·_ .. _'/:,-. ·_:· . '· : _ :.: ~.< '. ·:-.._ ) :'·/·,_,:J: ';;.)i! .. ... - .:_:_.....r . • 
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f~r.-= J. pl~t ~of p·ulse heigh~ versus E~. and a slop~ of· ab~ut ~~~2 n} f!lr 
. . 
·the · plot of: pul~e· ~idth versus E1.' . . 
' . ~ . 
. One of · the factQrs most indicative of the ·perfonnance of. a laser .. 
. . 
is its efficiency with respect to energy,conversion. Th1s efficiency is 
.. _the ~atio of th_e measured outpu~ ·energy to .the electrical energy, Ep 
. . . - . . . . ''·> 
· stored in the capacitor -of the power supply. The output energy_ of -the 
/"' . . ·. . - . . 
·pre_sent co2 laser was measured using ~ · Gen-Tee __ Model E0-200 .fast-Respon~e 
. ' 
Joulemeter. This i~strument. is described in ttl~- instruction manual as 
. . 
'basically a current source'. Absorption of incident la.ser energy cause~ 
a .t.fme. dependent pyroe 1 ectrf c ·~urrent t~. be generated to the , os~ fll osccipe·. · . ;·  . 
-The ~eight of the,~jouleme~~r ~u~se is read. in volts 4ir~ctly _ fr~ t~e . ;~· 
1 
/. . · 
Tektronix 7704 oscilloscope and the re~ding converted to joules. From ·the · . · · 
calibration graph supplfed w.ith tne joulemeter, the conversiort is 9.8 v~ ts · 
. : . . - . ··· . . /:!J_· . 
. . . .. 
Fig~ 14 is a ~lot of the co2 _ 1a~er · output energy versus _ t,~ 
. . · per j_oul e._ 
_electrical input energy. - The efficiencies with respect .to energy .conversion 
. . . - . - . / . 
are also provided. The .limits of error are · fai~ly ·smalt (standar d 
. . . . . I 
/ . 
· deviations again computed): -and the_ ~oints fall along ·a smooth. curve. The 
' ' "' • I • I 
. \ . - " ......... . 
efficiency is fairly consistent in th~ - reg1{1'J __ above· E1 = 9 joules. but 
--........ 
. ~>-;,., . begins to ·drop off below that . 
. .,· ' •• • r 
The peak output power of the C02 laser i~ simply calculated using I . 
the fonnula 
(6) . 
' . I 
where P 1 s ·the o~tput power~ E0 • ·the_ output- en~rgy, and f, the· tempor~ 1 
. . }' . . 
. puls~ width (in seconds) at _ half-maximum intensity_/ A plot of the ¢alculated 
I, 
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·., 
output power versus Ei· is· shown in Fig •. 15 .. Th~ graph is almost a straight 
. , . I . . . " 
line e~cept . in the low Ei regiqn7 The s~ope of t~e line is.approximate1y · 
.~·22 ¥ . The graphs .of Figs. t4 .and 15 ~again · indicate that laser · 
. ~ · 
·performance. is best in t~e r~g1on. above Ei = 9 joules .. 
· the major.,c.haracterfstic~ ·d.iscussed are surrmJri.zed in terms of 
slopes 1n Table I. o'ata is tabulated for two regions: the first .region ·is 
,, ... ·.· . . . . . \ ' . 
' . . 
from s~s J to 14 J, the.high Ei region, a~d the second is from 6-S~S . J~ the 
··. 
low Ei regiOn. 
!he helical .T~A/C02 laser which has been describe~ compares 'quite 
favourably .with .:other ·s~udies. Fortin et .~-al '[25] st~died diffe~ent lengths 
• " p • • 
. of i'wo type.s of hel i.ca 1 e.l~ctrode configurations for TEA/C02 lasers. They 
' . 
obtained peak powers of a~out 1 MW with efficiencies of ,4.·1% for a 3-metre 
. . 
section of. one· electrode c~nfigurat'ion and 2.8% for a 3-metre sestfon of .. 
. ( . ~ 
the other electrode configuration. Fprtfn [26] earlier obtained efficiencies 
. . . 
of .3 tQ 5% ahd peak powers of 1_ MW for ·a non-helical TEA/C02 laser. A folded 
. ·p~th .TEA/®2 ~laser . studi~d by L~urie' and Hale [27) p~ovided a peak po~er of'. 
I . . , - ' . 
0.2 MW with ~ 4.4% efficiency . .' Laflamne [28] has sh~wn that double discharge . 
systems provide greater output powers than si.ngle discharge systens • .In one 
. · .. . . . 
~case he has ~btained an efficiency of .7.14% at a peak o·utput power of 4 MW, 
and efficiencies,. of 3.37% and 2.02% at a peak outpttt· p~wer of 12 MW ·_in two ·. 
. 
other instances . 
. It ·fs considered that the TEA/C02.·1aser of the. present work: fully 
. . . .,... . . ·'·- ~. 
meets the .requfrenents es·tabli.shed at the begirir1fng of the work. • . combi~_ing' 
. . • t • 
~x~ellent al1gnmen;,Js.tab111ty wi~h · . hfgh output power an~ .good energy . 
I. • ., ' ' • 
, , I . 
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N l \ 
•' 
SYNCHRONizATION OF THE C02 LASER to A RUBY. LASER · 
f :· 
• 0 • 
Having studied the charac~erist~cs of th~ co~ lase~ •. it was 
decided to deve~op .. a means . of synch_ronizing .'the ·C02 laser to a giant <--p lse 
. ... . . . ~ 
ruby ·laser. The purpose for this exercise was to establish ·a 
of studying the stimulated_ ru_by laser _light scattering.: from· a plasma. Hsu ~ 
~t al [29] have stud1~ · st1mu_l.ated .thermal. Rayleig.h scattering· ip ar on, . 
where A~;- mo 1ecu1 es are fomed tn a ruby : la~~r-prO~uced plas~. If j• means~ . 
such as proposed · here, of observing ruby light scattering from a·previously · · 
. .. f , t ' • • , 




11'ght scatt~ring can ppss1ply be detennined. . -J ·. 
. I 
Observations of the pla~ma are made using an 'Imacon~· image 
' . . . . / 
·converter streak camera manufactured by Johft. Hadl~nd Co. The camera is . 
t ,J • I ' I 
focused on the plasma; when the c~mera is trigg~red • . the pla.sma image is 
. . . 
' • I . •, • t •' ' 
swept across the focal plane of the camera in a ~spec"ified time interval· • 
./ . 
. . . r . . . ' 
The tim~ progression of the plasma during that time interval is recorded b,y 
. . . 
a Po la·roid camera attached to · the streak camera. These tfme interva 1 s range 
• 0 , I • . • ':·~ 
frorn one to ten nanoseconds per millime~er, · so 1 n order to observe the 
plasma ~ons1stently, it fs · necessary to synchroni~e the streak c~mera to the -
co2 and ruby lasers as .. well. . 
. . ) . 
Fig. 16 ' iS ~ sc~Bilatic · diagram of the experimental s.et-:up. ·The 
ruby laser is electrically p~ped by the 5-KV power supply: The Pockels 
. . . 
_ ·ce'll 1s an electronic Q-switch which is ·operated t~rough· the shutter 
c~ntrol. The _ purpose 1.n using .th.e Pockel~ Cell -~s , ~h~~· it provides a 
means of triggering the .ruby las~r at t~e desired ~ime. The thennopile, T.. 
• I 
; . 
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and a ~ub!: 1 ~s.er ~o ·the COz ·1 ~s.er:- . w : 
: ... '·;:~ \ . ··~ ; .~ .. :·i:: i :,.~~-·1-~;_:);~:b~~i{~ . ' ·.~ ·~;'·~:-!.. :~; <;;)<;.: .:\· 
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· , · . l 
1'.' 
:· ~ r.., . 
. 
.. 
measures the output energy of the -r~by laser,· an~. the photc:idiode,. P,· 
monfto~ the ruby laser .Pu.lse. ·L1 is ana.r.coated ge~anfpm lens of 
. focal l_ength 2~ i.nctles used to f~cus the .co2 l!iser' beam, an~ L2 i·s·. a 
,· ·gla's9' lens of' focal ·le'ngth 14 em used to / focus the ruby_ laser .beam •.. · -
. . 
· · ·. When the switch ~ on t_he 5-KV power. supply is depressed t.o fire 
40 
the ruby laser, a ~signal is gener~ted to the shutter control. The shutter 
con~rol then generates signals to the co2 laser power_ supply, the Pockels 
' • • I ' .. ~ ., • 
G~ll ,_ and .· the_ st~eak camera. Since the ~02 lase·r pulse -d.el_ay is 
· . e~.sentia lly constant for ~ particu.l~r COt laser- ~perati ng · ~ql ·t~ge, ~he co2 
laser trigger· is not adjusted. ·The signalS to th~ Pockels Cell and s~reak 
• • I \ ~ • o a o o I .. • ~~· ,.. • 
cam(!ra, however, are delayed 1ndhidually,: so that triggering occurs 
£. sy~c~ronou~y ~hroughou~ the ... entire .system. · . ~ 
5-1 Observat~ns of the . co2 taser-P.roduced . Pla;~~-
• • ' ~ • J ,, , 
The first observat1~ns were. of the plasma ~induced ·i._n air by the. 
C02 laser 'only. Since the '.qbservat1o~_s were made to a~certain that the _·C~2 
. . • , . 
laser_ and · streak camer.a wert! prope.rly synchronized~ the plasma wa·s , 
produced without ~ny elaborate arrangem~nts for. contro111n~r ambient ·1 
. , . I 
"' . . . . I 
~ond1tions. · Only part of the plasma can actual ly be observed since a; slit 
- . . . • I 
of wi~~~_Q.OB nm }s used in th? streak camera. The slit i.s cen~r~ / " t_he 
plasma along the axfs '· of tlle laser beam. · ... · ! · · 
Shown fn Fig: 17 ~re ' str.eak ptibtog~aphs of the plasrrta dud~g the 
firSt ~ever'apundred nanosec~nds oflt~ , .~lme ~~elopmeni. The .top //photo-
graph was ta~e~ at an 9P_erat1ng vo_ltage of 39 KVt wh_il~ the ~ottom 
1 
. · 
'p~otograph w~s :ta~en at an- op-erating vo~tage of ·21 __ KV~ Bel~ ~1 KVj 'the 
plasma did ·not occur consi ... stently. · · · · ·1 · 
' ' '· ' ' ' 
' ' 
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a) 30 KV 
I I em 
lOOnS 
b) 21 KV 
Fig. 17 









· · .. - The dfrection of -the laser beam. in' the ph_otqgraph~ . is .· from. top to 
' . ~-') . . ' . 
bottan. ·_The photographs show sJ)atial\ development of· the plas~ from bottCX!' 
. . . . 
: tq top, ~nd time d.evelQpment from left t_o _right. ·These ob.se~vatfons . show 
. . ' '. : ' - . J I ' 
that .th·~ st_reak camera has ,been synchronized with t_he co2 laser, a"d wit~ 
• . , 'I . . 
adjustment of the~elay, different parts of the· plasma can be observed. 
" ' ~. .J • . ~ : . • . (~ . 
. It was· decided to estim~te_· the initial plasma velocity by 1 
o~ai~ing m~asJrernen~s - _of :cii'st
1
ance v'ersu.s time_ f~OIIIf ea~h ·pho~ograp~ with'·.a __ 
travelling -m~croscope, plo~tfng the points in a graph, and measuring the 
slope of the tangent to· the in_itfal part of the curve. this was done for 
. . . ' 
three sets of .photographs. A thecsretical calculation [30] can be obtained 
using .the formula 
(.7) 
. . . 
where Vdet. is the velocity of a radiation-driven detonat.ion wave, ~· the 
ratio of specific heats, Po• .the- il'ii~ial density of t~e air, agci_,I, the 
. , ' . 
· absorbed intensity. The results are presented in Table II. · 
-Gr~v_el et al {31] have · done _studi_es of TEA/C02 laser · induced 
·: · b~eakdo~n -in air obtai-ning a value of"' .3 x 10~ .em S.ec-1 fo~ the ·initial ·-
plasma ~~~ocity. -T~~inson [30). has ;~po;t~{a . .l.ow~.r va~ue · o~ .6 x io~ 
em sec~ • . For' a ~~de loc_ked !EA/C02 .iaser pu~se, M~cPherson _ and G'rav~l 
. . . . 6 
[32] have reported a value for the initial_ plasma velocity of 6 x· 10 
. -1 . 
em sec • . 
_ 5-2~ Synchronization of the Ruby and co2 L~sers 
.. 
. : _ Appro~i~te synchronization of .~he ruby .laser to the co2 _l~ser 
· wa~ . first monitored with the aid of the 7104 ~scHloscope.· Signal-s ·fran 
. 
' ' . . . . 
tf1~,~oton-~rag Det~ctor:- for: the· CQ2 laser an~ the _ photodiode for the ruby- · 
l 1 , , ' ' ~ ' . 
' ·. 
I: ' . . 
· . 
. · .
! ' ' 
. ~ 
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I TABlE II . ------
. . I • . ~- .· . 
Estimated ini~ial _ v~lo~~~Y- of -the co2 lase~-induced plasma .- . 
' . Calc. Velocity vd~t * · 
Operlting Y<?ltage E. , (.x 106 em sec - 1) {x 10~ ~ sec - 1) 
.. 
30 KV : . ,· ' 13.5 I' • 11.0 ± 2.9 
24 KV 8.64 9.98 ± 1.91 
\ 
2LKV 6.J.615 6.52' ± 11.27 
. - . 
*The focused beam size, s: · is calculated by '[23,33] 
S - 1.22 ).f 
... . d ' ·' . ·' 
.14.1 ± 1.3 
11.5 ± o. 7" 
9.7. ± 0.9 
where· A is ·the radfatio.n .wavelength, f •. the ~ocal · l~ngth of· the . 
. . 
foc~sing .1-~ns, a~d <f.: the> le~s aper.tt~.re dia.Qleter. For this case, 
( " • -- ·'I ' 
f =. 6.35 em and. d = .. 2.2.-an; therefore, s ~ 38 lJm. 
-. 
• D - - . 
·-· 
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0 
· laser were ,monitored simultaneously by the-oscilloscope •. Iii thi~ way, as 
·( . th~. shutte~ cont ol a~ being adjus_ted; i.t cou{d ~·e· observE!d when b~t_h , . 
·-pulses coincided in ti e •. As be,fore, tf1e·oscilloscope was triggered 
externally. By .means o streak ·photogr_a~h obser.~~ .. ti,ons ~ exact _syn~ 
tion cou.ld be achieved. , .. ·. . 
'· - . , 
Fi{J. 18 . shows streak photographs of . the plasma in a dua-l-beam 
. . . ~ . . 1 . ... ' 11 • 
· laser field. The dual'-beam was created by diverting· the_. ruby laser; b~am; 
. with a pr.ism s_o that it travell_ed 'appro~fmate,ly .. parallel to the COz laser 
. . ~ . 
_. : beain,, ~ith. each b~am focused to the sam~ p~1nt. 0T~e -~02 lase~ was ~perat~ 
. at a voltage of 28 KV,'prov1d1ng ou_tput power of about 2.1 MW: The ruby. 
:~. • • ...!.: ~ . • •l. - -' • • - : . ' . • .. 
laser .'l)awa.r was typicany from 60. to 80 MW generated in· a. pulse of ha"lf· · 
w • • • • • 
w1 _d~h .of 15-20 ns:_ In the photog~aphs<t~e · ruby t;>eam is- focused on ·.the 
- . . 
co2 laser~induced plasma a~ di~ferent ·t{mes ~.~ter the .plasma formation has ., 
begun. In each cas~-. the plasma. appe~rs as before - ~nti:l the "";"uby i~t.ens1ty " . 
brtngs about a sudden change •. 
The fo1Jow1ng attempt was made to fono a rather cr~de qualitative . 
physical picture from the _streak ph_otographs. The-' plasl!)a expa_nds. rapidly 
- ' ' . " 
both forward and backward. ·and pr.esumably·-to the sides. . The sudd~n flafr ·-
, - . 
is s'hort:..Hved, but )~aves the plasma ~reniafning ·merely as several -. hot spots . . 
. . 
. . 
The'· e~fect · ~f~, t~ ,ruby laser _is)ess _striking if it ._occ~rs ·a l _on~er _time __ _ 
• 
. i nterva 1 after the·. plasma formation begins. 
' I 
./ . 
Observations. were also done for tt1e cross .... beam laser ' f1'eld in 
~ .. .. - ' 
. ·,. :-






. - . 
~h1ch the ··ruby and co2 laser bea!l's travel perpendicular to one anoth~'"r/ -~ . · · ·. : .: .·: :;, 
, . wfth . each be;!JII :focused to. the :~e ~~lni. ~Jg. _19 Sh~ streak .PhOt.ogr:aphs .. . 
of the. plasma in this cr_oss-beam -las~~, f1eld. -· The f·1rst photograph -~ran · · .. 
. . . . 
the top shows that when the .effect 0~ the -ruby laser occurs -very soon after 
.. . ; . I . 
·. 
i' ·. . ·. 
- . 
.. . I 
. . 
. .. 
. .. .. . 
... 
. I · 
. ~ . ' 
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Fig. 18 
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plasma formation,.the· flair is somewhat.longer .lived than for the' dual-
.,-:_ ' :- . "' . . 
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. ' -, 
beam case. The four.tH. photograph shows that the effect is notewort~ even 
\ . • I . I - - . I 
· wh~~ _ the plasma fs .. ·~lm~t c~plet~l/,deca~ed . . Of g~eate~t fnte~est ~re . 
the after effects. I' the second,' third, and fourth photographs, the -
" 
plasma has been reheated by the ruby intensity and. is thus longer lived. 
Also, the plasma front retracts sanewhatt ·as _is most .easily noticed in· the 
. . . . ilo;: · ; . . .• 
fourth photog~aph, and the r~vived . plasma expands backward;. away from the 
• , . • c..~ I • , - • • • 
- . 
C02 laser, with a ·constant ·velocity and - ~hen s4ddenly _becomes stationary. 
. . . . ' . ~ .. 
This-last point of 1nte~est js most ·noticeable in the third ·photograph. 
- . I • . . . I . . • • . • 
No ~attempt --.has been made to explain thes·e effects.· However, ino\"e 
./ -. . , . .· . . . . . . 
.;. contro 11 ed and deta 1·1 ed study of the·. interactions be.tween t~~ . ruby 1 aser 
-. ft • • 
radiation fiE\ld and C02 laser-_induc~d plasma, using the pr~sent . system,_ i_s 
1being uhde~taken at this ·laboratory. 
. . . 
To summar_i_ze, synch~onization of a ruby laser _to the co2 la_ser 
. . . . 
can be achieVed acdurately a.nd with littl~.!!{fficulty _with the aid o~ an . ·• 
image converter streak ~amera. Furthe~ore9 interesting studies of · 
. . - .. ~ . 
- . . . ' . . 
. . plasmas ca·n be done simul taneo~sly with st_imulated ruby laser 1 ight 
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